1/8” Clear Acrylic Templates

Violin Makers Template Set 17 piece set

All of the essential templates for bridge shape, fingerboard radius & string spacing for nut and bridge.

55.00

LAYOUT & ROUTING TEMPLATES

Electric Guitars

LAYOUT TEMPLATES ARE MADE FROM 1/16” CLEAR MODIFIED ACRYLIC. THEY ARE DURABLE AND PROVIDE AN EXACT DIMENTION FOR TRACING TO WOOD. LAYOUT TEMPLATES ARE 45.00 PER SET. SELECT BY LETTER AND ADD AN “L” FOR LAYOUT.

ROUTING TEMPLATES ARE MADE FROM 1/4” MDF. THEY ARE TAPED OR SCREWED DOWN TO THE BLANK AND ROUTED TO SHAPE. LAYOUT TEMPLATES ARE PRICED ON THE NEXT 3 PAGES.
Strat  65.00
6 piece set.
choice of: Std. or large peghead
and Std. or Ashtray routing

Tele  60.00
25.5 scale length
5 Piece set

‘69 Thinline  65.00
25.5 scale length
5 Piece set

‘72 Thinline  65.00
25.5 scale length
5 Piece set

Tele Deluxe  65.00
25.5 scale length
5 Piece set

Tele Custom  65.00
25.5 scale length
5 Piece set

Jazzmaster  65.00
25.5 scale length
5 Piece set

Tele  5 Piece set

Mustang  65.00
24" scale length
7 Piece Set

Hypersonic  65.00
24.125" scale length
7 piece set

P Bass  65.00
34" scale length
5 piece set

Jazz Bass  65.00
34" scale length
5 piece set

Jaguar Bass  70.00
34" scale length
7 piece set

‘51 P Bass  70.00
34" scale length
6 piece set
Les Paul 65.00
24.625 scale length
7 piece set

LP JR SC 65.00
24.562 scale length
7 piece set

‘59 les paul jr. dc 65.00
available in: 24” or 24.625” scale length
7 piece set

‘58 Flying V 65.00
24.75 scale length
8 piece set

‘67 Flying V 65.00
24.75 scale length
7 piece set

Explorer 65.00
24.75 scale length
9 piece set

Tbird Bass 70.00
34” scale length
11 piece set

SG 65.00
24.75 scale length
8 piece set

Reverse firebird 70.00
24.75 scale length
11 piece set

Non Reverse Firebird 70.00
24.75 scale length
10 piece set

Es335 65.00
24.75 scale length
5 piece set

Moderne 70.00
24.75 scale length
9 piece set

1275 80.00
24.75 scale length
12 piece set

Blueshaw 70.00
25.5 scale length
11 piece set
Available in Set neck or Bolt on
Red Special  70.00
24" scale length
9 piece set

RR V  70.00
25.5 scale length
9 piece set

Ibanez RG 70.00
25.5 scale length
11 piece set

Dano Dc59  65.00
25" scale length
8 piece set

Ibanez JEM  70.00
25.5 scale length
11 piece set

5150  65.00
25.5 scale length
10 piece set

Ibanez JEM 7  70.00
25.5 scale length
11 piece set

PRS 22  65.00
25" scale length
8 piece set

Iceman 70.00
25.5 scale length
13 piece set

PRS 24 65.00
25" scale length
8 piece set

Split Tail  70.00
24.75" scale length
12 piece set

ML  70.00
24.75" scale length
10 piece set

Warrior  65.00
25.5" scale length
6 piece set
24" Hollowform Radius Dishes
for Acoustic instrument builders.
Available in: 9' - 15' - 16' - 18' - 20' - 22' - 25' -
28' - 30' - 32' - 36' - 44' - 45' - 50' radiuses
Your Guitar building will be PRECISE every time!
This is a MUST for All Guitar Builders!

24" Peel and stick Sandpaper Disc
100 Grit resin bond cloth for extremely long life.

65.00

16.00
Precision Feeler Guages
This is a precision set of feeler guages for use with our Notched Straight Edges and for filing nut height.
Get quick and accurate measurements from 31 different steel blades etched with SAE and metric sizes.
The compact steel frame contains the following sizes: 0.0015", 0.002", 0.0025", 0.003", 0.004", 0.005", 0.006", 0.007", 0.008", 0.009", 0.010", 0.011", 0.012", 0.013", 0.014", 0.015", 0.016", 0.017", 0.018", 0.019", 0.020", 0.021", 0.022", 0.023", 0.024", 0.025", 0.026", 0.028", 0.030", 0.032", 0.035"
Fret Leveling Beam

Make leveling frets a snap with the GPC LEVEL FRETS. This 16" long...1" x 2" beam is machined and precision ground absolutely flat.

Simple and easy to use with 1" shop rolls.

The heavy weight of the steel beam allows for no down pressure when leveling which keeps the frets cool and seated.

Each order has 3 strips of 240 grit leveling cloth and double sided tape for adheision.

Replacement Leveling Sanding Cloth

This is 48" of 1" wide cloth leveling sandpaper and double sided tape.

Available in 220 & 320 Grit metal cutting cloth - will cover leveling bar 3 times.

Tapered Reamer

This is a multi flute tapered reamer suitable for Controls (pots & switches), tuner holes, end pins and bridge pin holes.

T handle is easily removed for chucking in a drill.

This reamer is tapered from 1/8" to 3/8" and is suited for many different guitar applications on wood and metal.
Setup & Repair Shims
12.50

For use on bolt on neck angles and in acoustic guitar saddle slots and nut slots on all guitars. These precision cut shims are very handy and make repairs and setups quick and easy.

5 different thickness shim cards.
Each shim is 4" long.
each card has 20 shims at 3/32" - 20 at 1/8" - 5 at 3/16" - and 5 at 1/4"
card 1 is .015" thick
card 2 is .020" thick
card 3 is .030" thick
card 4 is .040" thick
card 5 is .062" thick
Made from durable styrene and are easily cut with scissors.
all 5 cards

This is a Seam Separation knife with a extremely thin .020 for removing bridges, fingerboards, spreading filler & slipping glue under loose braces.
Hardwood handle & stainless steel blade.
A very handy tool!
A MUST for any guitarmaker or repair tech!

4” x 11/16”
12.00

6” x 1 1/4”
15.00
Neck Support Caul
Works perfectly with all electric guitars and most basses for fret jobs, level & polishing, setups and works great as a clamping caul. 12" long
Made from Manix (water resistant MDF) & lined with waxed rubberized cork.
10.00

Nut Spacing Template
This is the quickest and easiest way to mark spacing for new nut instalation.
Just slide template to desired spacing and run a pencil in the 6 slots for perfect spacing everytime.
Spacing has been calculated evenly with consideration of popular guaged strings.
12.00 each

A - 6 String Guitar
B - 4 String Bass